Weekend Links: Experimenting with Babies

Make your kid a guinea pig with Shaun Gallagher’s new book.

According to IMDb, Mister Rogers’ only non-Mister Rogers-related acting credit is the time he played a reverend on Doctor Quinn, Medicine Woman in 1996. The Neighborhood Archive explains how the guest appearance came about.

In the wake of global leader and hero Nelson Mandela’s death, newspapers around the world are paying homage to his legacy.

“Total cloud inversion” may sound dryly scientific, but these stunning photos of the Grand Canyon filled with billows of fog as a result of said meteorological phenomenon are anything but.

The cast members of the classic children’s book-turned-movie Matilda reunited recently, and being all grown up didn’t stop any of them from having some fun re-enacting the iconic scenes of their youth. Bruce Bogtrotter’s chocolate cake makes an appearance, and it appears to have grown quite a bit as well...
For hours of guilty pleasure enjoyment, here are the 45 best Tumblrs of the year.

Don’t make the mistake of ordering the wrong type of wine with dinner. Instead, consult this handy chart.

The gifts touted in “The 12 Days of Christmas” aren’t the most budget-friendly option for this holiday season.

Famously foul-mouthed chef Gordon Ramsay faced off against The Swedish Chef in a surprisingly family-friendly food showdown.
Marlon Brando hated memorizing lines so much that he posted cue cards everywhere to help him get through scenes. He even asked for lines to be written on an actress’s posterior. (That request was denied.)